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Online Instruction Student Survey Results 
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Summary of Student Survey Results 
 

In an effort to gauge student satisfaction with Harper College’s response to the COVID-19 pandemic and 

with Harper’s success in moving to an online platform for learning, a survey was administered by the 

College on May 11, 2020. As of May 22, 2020, four hundred and eighty-four (N=484) students responded 

to the survey.  

 

 

For your current classes, please select the type of activities you have done 

in your online classes this semester. (Select all that apply) 

 

Students were asked to select the types of activities they have done in their classes since moving to an 

online environment. About 89% of students utilized email with faculty, and 86% of students took quizzes 

and exams online. Less than 15% of students utilized virtual tutoring, interactive simulations, or 

collaborative group projects. Students who choose “other” responded with resources that included the 

Writing Center, Virtual Netflix viewing party for film class, and GoReact, which is an application for 

conducting and reviewing speeches. 
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For your current classes, please select the type of activities that have 

worked best for you. (Select all that apply) 
 

Students were asked to select the activities that worked best for them, and based on the results, 64% of 

students said that emailing faculty worked well. Collaborative group project ranked the lowest at 6%. For 

students who responded with “other”, Electronic Flashcards, GoReact, and the Writing Center were 

mentioned. 

 

 

Thinking about the online activities that worked best, why do you think they 

were effective? 
 

Faculty and Student Interaction/Communication 
Students said they felt the virtual office hours that faculty offered gave them a sense of meeting with 

faculty face-to-face. Students also mentioned that engaging with their peers in chat also made them feel 

connected. Many students pointed out that they felt that faculty seemed more available to help them and 

that when emailing faculty, the faculty mostly responded right away. Some students felt more comfortable 

interacting online than in-person, and this included taking exams and quizzes online. Not having the 

stress of being in the classroom and doing work around other students made the work/exams less 

stressful.  Students enjoyed the live sessions and shared that gave them a sense of being on campus as 

well.  

“Online narrated power points are the best because it's easy to go to specific topic and play the audio 

while you’re preparing for the exam.” 

Flexibility in coursework 
Students appreciated that they could do work at their own pace and at times that work for them. In some 

cases, students mentioned that they were able to take exams and quizzes on their own schedule. Many 

students pointed out that faculty seemed to allow flexibility in timelines for completion of work. Students 

also liked that they can replay videos and recorded lectures. 
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Of the online activities that you have experienced, which ones have not 

worked well for you? (Select all that apply)  
 

Discussion board rated the highest for what was not successful for students at 27%, followed by taking 

test and quizzes online at 27%. For students who responded “other,” having to return library books 

through a link and feeling like they were teaching themselves were some concerns. 

 

 

 

 

Thinking about the online activities that didn’t work well, why do you think 

they weren’t effective? 

 

Technology Issues/Concerns 
Some students felt like there were faculty who struggled with technology, including videos, Blackboard, 

and Zoom. WiFi seemed to also be an issue for many students. Students were also concerned about 

taking exams, quizzes, and turning in homework in a virtual setting (items might get lost, not saved, etc.). 

Communication Concerns 
Students said that some faculty were not as responsive to email or not clear in their responses. The lack 

of face-to-face interaction, not interacting with peers and a lack of social interaction was something 

students were missing from being on campus. Collaborative group projects were also a concern 

(conflicting schedules, lack of communication). 

“With everyone having diverse schedules and impacts due to the virus, group projects and collaboration 

were burdensome.” 
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In online classes, which type of instruction do you prefer? 

 
Students were asked whether they prefer synchronous (instruction that takes place in real time with 

instructor or students) or asynchronous (instruction that does not take place in real time with instructor or 

students) instruction.  

 

 


